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What is communication???

The process of communication is what allows us to 

interact with other people; without it, we would be 

unable to share knowledge or experiences with 

anything outside of ourselves.  Common forms of 

communication include speaking, writing, gestures, 

touch and broadcasting.
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Process of communication

 Communication is the  process of sending 

and receiving information among 

people…
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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

 Meaning-

 Effective Communication is a two way process – sending the 
right message and to the right person. 

 It is important to know the psychology of the people you are 
interacting with for communication to be effective.

 For communication to be effective it is necessary to know 
the circumstances of the counter entity.

 Effective communication includes all the aspects of visual, 
auditory and kinaesthetic language to appeal the listener.

 Definition-

 “Effective communication is the communication which 
produces intended or desired result”
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Uses of effective 

communication

 Effective communication helps to understand a 
person or situation in a better way.

 It enables us to solve the differences, build 
trust and respect in the organization.

 Sometimes our message is misunderstood or 
we misunderstand the received message, 
effective communication helps us to resolve 
problems with both’s point of view.

 It helps us in decision making.
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The 7c’s of effective communication

1. Completeness

2. Conciseness

3. Consideration

4. Clarity

5. Concreteness

6. Courtesy

7. Correctness
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LEVELS OF COMMUNICATION

 Intrapersonal- Communication that occurs in your 
own mind. It is the basis of your feelings, biases, prejudices, 
and beliefs. 

Examples are when you make any kind of decision – what 
to eat or wear.  When you think about  something – what 
you want to do on the weekend or when you think 
about another person

 Interpersonal-Communication between two people 
but can involve more in informal conversations.

Examples are when you are talking to your friends.  A 
teacher and student discussing an assignment.  A patient 
and a doctor discussing a treatment.  A manager and a 
potential employee during an interview
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 Group-Communication within formal or informal 

groups or teams. It is group interaction that results in 
decision making, problem solving and discussion within 
an organization.

Examples would be a group planning a surprise 
birthday party for someone.  A team working 
together on a project

 Public-Communication involves a speaker 

who seeks to inform, persuade or motivate an audience.

Examples are a teacher and a class of students. A 
preacher and a congregation. A speaker and an 
assembly of people in the auditorium.
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 Mass communication-is the electronic or print 
transmission of messages to the general public. Outlets 
called mass media include things like radio, television, film, 
and printed materials designed to reach large audiences. 
Feedback is generally delayed with mass communication

Examples: A television commercial.  A magazine article.  
Hearing a song on the radio.  Books, Newspapers, 
Billboards.  The key is that you are reaching a large 
amount of people without it being face to face.  
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USE OF LANGUAGE IN 

COMMUNICATION

 To communicate effectively, it is not enough to have well 
organized ideas expressed in complete and coherent 
sentences and paragraphs. One must also think about the 
style, tone and clarity of his/her writing, and adapt these 
elements to the other end.

 There are six main characteristics of effective language. 
Effective language is:

(1) concrete and specific, not vague and abstract; 

(2) concise, not verbose;

(3) familiar, not obscure;

(4) precise and clear, not inaccurate or ambiguous

(5) constructive, not destructive; and 

(6) appropriately formal.
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COMMUNICATION 

NETWORKS
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SIGNIFICANCE OF TECHNICAL 

COMMUNIACTION

 Gerald J. Alred writes in the "Handbook of 
Technical Writing," "The goal of technical writing 
is to enable readers to use a technology or 
understand a process or concept. Because the 
subject matter is more important than the 
writer's voice, technical writing style uses an 
objective, not a subjective, tone." This leads Alred
to conclude that the style of technical writing is 
one that is purposeful and direct and that 
technical writers should emphasize concision and 
clarity above an stylistic flourishes or verbal 
embellishments. For Alred, technical writing 
should make use of figurative language only when 
it promotes greater understanding for the reader.
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 Technical communication serves a number of 
purposes in engineering and other technical fields:
it is a way of facilitating communication about 
projects and ideas throughout the industry,

 It is important in documenting discoveries, designs, 
products, and methodologies.

 It helps convey information about the field to non-
technical people and external agencies for the 
purposes of support, administration and funding.

 It contributes to usability of designs.

 It provides information for end users so they can 
understand and enjoy the resulting products and 
processes.
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TYPES OF BARRIERS

 Physical Barriers

 Semantic Barriers

 Process Barriers

 Psychosocial Barriers

 Barriers are caused 
by:

 Filtering

 Information overload

 Selective perception

 Emotions

 Language 

 Political correctness

 Gender differences 
etc
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Physical Barriers

 Occurs by nature of environment

 Poor or outdated equipment

 Staff shortage in an organization

 Interruptions in telephone calls

 Sometimes they can be removed
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Semantic Barriers

 Occurs from usage of words and their 

meaning

 Poorly explained messages results in 

confusion.

 Conveys different information

 Common man cannot understand

 Better to avoid such terminology
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Process Barriers

 Caused by blocked steps in 
communication.

 They include :

 Sender barrier

 Encoding barrier

 Medium barrier

 Decoding barrier

 Receiver barrier

 Feedback barrier
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Psychosocial Barriers

 It involves fields of experience, filtering, 

and psychological distance 

 Lack of overlap of sender’s and receiver’s 

information

 Fear of being critisized

 Poor management

 Personality conflicts
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NOISE

 Environmental noise- physical disruption

 Physiological-impairment noise – physical 

maladies

 Semantic noise – wrong interpretation of 

meaning of words.

 Syntactical noise – grammatical errors

 Organizational noise – poor structure
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NOISE

 Cultural noise- stereotypical 

misunderstandings

 Psychological noise – based on attitudes 

of people
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Overcoming measures

 Provide information when asked.

 Repeat when necessary to ensure 
accuracy.

 Acknowledge communications

 Usage of standard terminology.

 Ensure statements are unambiguous.

 Inform individuals about any changes in 
plan.

 Appropriate non-verbal communication.
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Overcoming measures

 Usage of a proper order.

 Encourage feedback.

 Speak clearly, state one idea at a time.
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Listening Skills

 The act of receiving a verbal message 

from a sender and understanding what it 

means.

 It is a vital skill needed to create and 

maintain good relationships.
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Types of Listening

 Hearing : act of hearing sounds

 Simple listening : to consider carefully 

what someone says to you

 Active listening : to think carefully about 

something or to express thoughts
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Barriers to Listening

 External distractions : radio,other

conversations in your work area etc

 Hard to listen to speakers : foreign 

accent,foul language,demanding tone etc

 Lack of readiness : no pen or paper

 Multi tasking : answering a co-worker’s 

question while attending a call etc
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Overcoming measures

 Ask questions when things are not clear

 Use the extra time to review what was 

said and what was not said.

 Respond and let the talker know he/she 

was understood.
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LISTENING TO FILL UP 

INFORMATION
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Listening is our primary communication activity.

Our listening habits are not the result of training 

but rater the result of the lack of it.

Most individuals are inefficient listeners

Inefficient and ineffective listening is 

extraordinarily costly

Good listening can be taught
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There are a number of styles of receiving 

information. The style is dependent upon 

the relative importance of content 

compared to the relationship and the 

involvement of  individual receiving 

information.
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Listening: Learned first, Used most (45%), 

Taught least.

Speaking: Learned second, Used next most 

(30%), Taught next least

Reading: Learned third, Used next least (16%), 

Taught next most

Writing: Learned fourth, Used Least (9%), 

Taught most.
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INTENSIVE 

LISTENING
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 It can be tested through discrimination among smaller  

components like phonemes, words, discourse markers, 

among others. 

 Testing intensive listening generally involves a spoken 

stimulus and the test-taker is required to identify the 

stimulus from two or more choices

 Intensive listening uses taped material

Most course books include tapes and many teachersrely on 

them to provide their students
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Advantages

 Taped material allows students to hear a variety of   

different voices(not only the teacher’s voice)

 It is portable and readily available

 cheap and machines to play them are not at all 

expensive
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Intensive listening:the role of the teacher

Organizer

Machine  Operator

Feedback Organizer

Prompter
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Disadvantages

 Difficult to make sure that all students in a class can 

hear equally well

 All students need to listen at the same speed, a speed 

dictated by the tape not by the listener

 Students cannot see the speaking place

 Having a group of people sit around,listening to a tape 

recorder or disk player is not an entirely  natural 

occupation

 Real discourse is never replayed
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LISTENING FOR 

SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION
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Specific information is often factual in nature;

Eg: a name, a place, a profession, an object, a number or a   

quantity

When you listen for specific information, you have some 

idea of what you’re listening for before you listen and 

while you’re listening

 In an exam situation, predict and anticipate the kind of 

information that will answer the question, being aware 

that the idea you’re listening for could be expressed in the 

recording in a number of different ways

 You need to recognise when the information is about to 

be given, and pay particularly close attention at that point
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Listening for specific information also involves listening to 

determine whether information is stated or not

When you listen for specific information in a listening exam ;

You usually know in advance how the information will be   

expressed

 It’s  impossible to know what to expect before you actually 

listen

 It’s   sensible to listen for ideas rather than specific words 

and phrases
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DEVELOPING 

EFFECTIVE LISTENING 

SKILLS
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Listen to something you enjoy

Listen for the main ideas

Listen for specific information

Identify stresses and reductions

Get meaning from context
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 Beginners get difficulty due to the lack of vocabularies,   

pronunciation and grammar.

 Select a book with  cassette suitable for your level. 

 Listen to the cassette without reading the text/ dialogue 

once or twice. 

When you find difficulty in grasping the meaning, listen 

again while scrutinizing the text/ dialogue.

 If you want to improve your pronunciation, listen and 

repeat the dialogue/ text by pausing each sentence.
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 After listening to the text/ dialogue, do the exercise and 

check  your answer with the answer-key or with your 

teacher.

 If you watch TV, select the English program/ film. Listen 

to the dialogue carefully without reading the translation 

(text).

 Listen to English songs and learn the words. If you like 

singing, memorize the words and sing them.
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Spend more time listening than talking 

Listen unconsciously to radio, television, movie.

 Ask questions

Don’t translate – create barrier between speaker and 
listener

 Encourage the speaker, provide feedback and paraphrase 
to show you are listening

Don't need to know a lot about a subject to have a 
conversation but a desire to learn, understand and make 
things interesting

Take notes, analyze, paraphrase, summarize and ask for 
clarification
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 Listen optimistically – don't lose interest straight away 

 Do not jump to conclusions 

 Concentrate – don't start dreaming – and keep eye 

contact 

 Do not think ahead of the speaker – you will lose track 

 Judge content, not delivery, i.e. what they say, not how 

they say it 
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Find areas of interest.

Judge content, not delivery.

Hold your fire.

Listen for ideas.

Be a flexible note taker.

Work at listening.
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Resist distractions.

Exercise your mind.

Keep your mind open.

Thought is faster than speech; use it.
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BARRIERS OF 

EFFECTIVE 

COMMUNICATION
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There are some barriers for listening,which will 

affect the listening process

1)Environmental barrier

2)Psychological barrier

3)Language problem

4)Non-verbal distractions

5)Thought speed

6)Linguistic barrier

7)Physiological barriers

8)Content barrier
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Environmental Barrier

It make us switch off from what is being said and allow 

our mind temporarliy concentrate on or surroundings:

1)The room is too hot or too cold

2)The chair is uncomfortable

3)The lighting too bright or dim

4)Bad ventilation

5)Noise

6)Smells

7)Sights

8)Smoky atmosphere...
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Psychological Barrier

Emotional states affects effective listening and 

understanding.It consists of thoughts and feelings that 

people from listening to what is said. 

Eg:

• Anger

•Own anxiety

•Frustration

•Status Difference

•Prejudice
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Language problem

•For effective listening language is important

•Better to use simple words and avoid unfamiliar 

words  
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Non-verbal Distractions

Symbol having different meanings in different 

countries

Eg:

This symbol corresponds to

Okay  in USA and UK

Money in JAPAN

Zero in RUSSIA

Insult in BRAZIL

Good in INDIA
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Thought Speed

1. If Question : 5+3....

2. Listener : 5+3=8

3. But actual question is...   5+3*2=?

4. Listeners thought speed is faster than the speakers 

expression speed
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Linguistic Barrier

Linguistic barrier derived from speaker and make it difficult 

for them to be listened to.

Eg:

 Inapproppriate tone

 Too fast delivery

 Too slow delivery

 Too Loud delivery

 Too quiet delivery

 Complex sentences

 Complex vocabulary

 Hesistant manner
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Physiological Barriers

Physical condition of listener can affect concentration and 

restrict the amont of information taken in

Eg:

A. Headache

B. Hearing Impairment

C. Tierdness

D. Discomfort

E. Pain

F. Illness

G. Poor eyesight
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Content Barrier

What the speaker is saying is also be a barrier to the 

listener

Eg:

1. Non interesting subject

2. Speaker goes on for too long

3. Speaker says what we donot want to hear

4. We have heard it all before

5. Content is too difficult/simplistic

6. Content is repetitious
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TECHNICAL WRITING

OVERVIEW: 

Explains and discusses a subject matter in a 
factual and straight forward style.

Characterized by:

 Scientific and technical vocabulary.

 Use of graphic aids and conventional report 
form.

 Maintenance of attitude of impartiality and 
objectivity to convey the information accurately 

without any attempt to arouse emotion.
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Difference with other style:

 High concentration needed

 Complex techniques are used in description of 

process and mechanism, classification and 

interpretation.
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Steps for good tech writing ...

1. Planning

2. Clarity

3. Brevity

4. Simplicity

5. Word Choice

6. Active Voice

7. Committing to Writing as a Process  
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1.Planning : Before You Begin 

 Identify your audience and their expectations.

 Know your purpose 

 Know your material

 Understand the writing task at hand

 Organize your thoughts and materials

 Budget adequate time to write, review, revise and 

edit.
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2.Clarity: 

Avoid Jargon

• Jargon: a vocabulary particular to a place of work 

(abbreviations, slang).

• Audience familiarity with the topic determines 

appropriate use of jargon.

Define the Unfamiliar

• If you must abbreviate, define the term in its first 

occurrence, and put abbreviations in parentheses.

• Italicize first occurrence of unfamiliar terms and 

define them right away.
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3.Brevity: 

• Use Words Efficiently: Never use two words 

when one will do.

• Less Is More: Pare your language down to the 

essential message you want to get across to your 

readers.

• Most Important First: Place key information in 

the main clause.

• Remove Redundancy.
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4.Simplicity: Use Details Wisely

 Specific details are desirable, but be careful to 

balance detail with audience needs for clarity—

significance is more important
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5.Word choice /Language: Needless Complexity
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 Avoid too many abstract nouns

 Choose words whose meanings are clear

 Do not overuse pronouns—particularly “it” and 
“this”—because it is often difficult to identify the 
antecedent

 Avoid too many “to be” verbs

“is”“was”“were”“has been”“have been”

 Avoid excess words, which slow comprehension of 
the main point

made arrangements for: arranged

made the decision: decided

performed the development of: developed

is working as expected: works as expected
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 Language: Needless Words
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6.Active Voice

 Strong Verbs: Technical writers want to 

communicate as efficiently as possible, and active 

voice is more straight forward and is stronger than 

passive voice

 Natural Sound: When in doubt, read passages out 

loud to determine the natural sound. 
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 Active Voice

Ex 1: A new process for eliminating nitrogen oxides from 

diesel exhaust engines is presented. Flow tube 

experiments to test this process are discussed. A chemical 

reaction scheme to account for this process is proposed.

Ex 2: We present a new process for eliminating nitrogen 

oxides from the exhaust of diesel engines. To test this 

process, we performed experiments in flow tubes. To 

explain this process, we developed a scheme of chemical 

reactions.

Always defer to your professor, your journal, or your 

company style guide for use of “I”and “we”in technical 

papers
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7.Writing Is a Process

 Good writing doesn’t happen overnight; it requires 

planning, drafting, rereading, revising, and editing.

 Learning and improvement requires self-review, 

peer-review, subject-matter expert feedback, and 

practice.

 There are no shortcuts; practice makes perfect!
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To summarize

 Plan your project before you begin drafting.

 Understand basic qualities of good technical 

writing.

 Good writing is a habit that takes time to 

develop; practice makes perfect.
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LETTER WRITING

 Formal

 Informal

 Demi-official

 Business
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Formal and informal

A good letter should consist of:

a) an appropriate greeting (Dear Sir/Madam, Dear 

Kathy, Dear Mr Brown)

b) an introduction clearly stating the reason you are 

writing

c) a main body in which the subject is developed. 

Begin a new paragraph for each main point.

d) a final paragraph in which you sum up the topic or 

express your wish for something to be done.

e) an appropriate ending (Yours/Best wishes, + first 

name, Yours sincerely,Yours faithfully, + full 

name).
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 Style in Letters

The characteristic of formal style in letters are:

 The greeting (Dear Mrs Lee, Dear Sir,)

 Frequent use of the passive

 Formal language ( complex sentences, non-
colloquial English)

 No abbreviated forms

 The ending (Yours sincerely,/Yours faithfully)

The characteristic of informal style in letters are:

 The greeting (Dear Alex, Dear Dad)

 Informal language and style (idioms, colloquial 
English)

 Abbreviated forms, pronouns omitted

 The ending (Yours/Love/Best 
wishes/Regards,Anthony)
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REMEMBER!!!

 Informal (friendly) letter have only one address 

(yours) whereas formal letters have two (yours and 

the recipient's)

 Friendly letters begin with Dear + first name and 

end with Love/Yours/Best wishes + first name

 Formal letters begin with:

 Dear Sir/Madam and end with Yours faithfully + full 

name

 Dear Mr/Mrs + surname and end with Yours sincerely + 

full name

 Semi-formal letters can begin with Dear Mr/Mrs + 

surname and end Best wishes/Yours + first 

name/full name.
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Demi official letters

‘Demi’ refers to partially ; in an inferior degree. 

Example: A demi official letter and its format is 

shown as an example.
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Enter Name of Person,

Enter Designation

Tele. No.: Enter Telephone Number

D.O. No. Enter Demi-Official 

Number

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

(Bharat Sarkar)

Enter Name of the Department

(Enter Name of the Vibhag)

Enter Place 

Enter Date

My dear/Dear Shri ………………………

We propose to draw up a model scheme for ………………………….. A copy of 

the outline prepared in this connection is enclosed.

I should be grateful if you would let me have your comments as soon as possible. I 

may add that we intend circulating the drafts scheme formally to all departments in 

due course for their comments.

With regards.

Yours sincerely

Enter Name of Person signing

Enter Name of Person,

Enter Designation

Enter Address.
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Business letter

Format:

1. Your name and address 

2. The date 

3. The recipient’s name, title and address 

4. Your formal greeting using the recipient’s 

correct title 

5. Your content 

6. Your sign off 

7. Your signature and your printed name 
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 Example: LETTERS OF APPLICATION

 Written when we apply for a permanent/temporary 

job or educational course

 Include only the information that is relevant

 Use a suitable style, formal or semi-formal

 The first paragraph mentions the reason for writing. 

It can also include the name of the job/course you 

are applying for and where you saw it advertised.

 The main body paragraphs can include

- what you are doing now

- what work experience you have

- your academic qualifications

- personal qualities which make you suitable for 

the job 78



- ask the person to consider you for the job/course

- mention the possibility of further communication

- Present tenses are normally used but some past 

tenses can be used to describe your past 

experience. You may also use  future 

constructions.

 In your final paragraph, you can:

- summarise the points in the main body

- thank the person for considering your  

application.
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Useful Language for Letters of Application 

(for Job)

 Opening Remarks:

- I am writing to apply for the post/job/position 
of/which I saw advertised in...

- I am writing with regard to your advertisement...

- I am writing in response to your advertisement...

 Reference to experience:

- ...for the last/past year I have been working as... 
since/for

- I have had experience of...

- Two years ago I was employed as...

- I worked as... before...
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 Closing Remarks:

- I would appreciate a reply at your earliest 
convenience...

- Please contact me regarding any queries you 
may have...

- I enclose my CV and I would be glad to attend 
an interview at any time convenient to you...

- If you wish me to attend an interview, I am 
available at any time...

- I look forward to hearing from you in due 
course...
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JOB APPLICATION

 Includes brief information about education,

experience, extracurricular activities, and

names and contact details of referees.

 A job-application letter fulfils three business

purposes.

 The first and the chief purpose of a job-

application letter is that it serves the function

of a cover letter.
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 Secondly, the job-application letter highlights 

the strengths of the candidate to the employer.

 Thirdly, it tries to secure an interview for the 

candidate. 

 An effective business letter is noted for its 

purposeful, people-oriented, and precise 

qualities 

 an old model job application letter is a 

combination of a cover letter and CV/ Bio-

data. 
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COVER LETTER 

 The details are shortened if it is a mere cover

letter with an enclosed CV/Bio-data/Resume

as in the following format

 An example of a cover letter is shown in fig
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BIO-

DATA, CV AND RESUME

1. BIODATA

 Bio-data is short for biographical data. 

 It has the implication of a shortened version 

of autobiography. 

 provides a chronological perspective that 

comprises date of birth, background, 

education, career, aspirations, 

extracurricular, etc. 
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 includes complete factual details about the 

candidate’s life and work experiences. 

 includes physical attributes such as age, 

height, weight, the colour of hair, skin and 

eye

 Usually, it is combined with the latest 

passport size photograph of the candidate 
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2.C V

 CV, is short for curriculum vitae, a Latin 

phrase, which literally means “the course 

of life.”

 It is an overview of a person’s experience 

and other qualifications.

 It is long synoptic account of the 

candidate’s professional experience, 

qualifications, and some personal 

information
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3. RESUME

 Resume, meaning summary in French, is a 

short descriptive account of one’s academic 

and work history. 

 It is a document containing a focused sketch 

of relevant job experience and education. 

 The life details are very minimal, almost 

nothing in this 
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Format of biodata is shown in fig
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Types of reports

 Project reports

 Seminar reports

 Annual reports

 Census report

 Credit reports

 Book reports

 Audit report

 Progress report

 Investigative report

 Expense report
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Basics of report writing

Writing a report has the following stages

(1) Defining the requirements.

The purpose of report – whether descriptive, analytical
or for predictions – must be clarified.

(2) Researching the topic

 The primary data must be examined carefully to
determine the direction research must take.

Depending upon the requirements, informations may
have to be collected by reading, experimenting or
analyzing.
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(3) Analyze/evaluate/understand the information.

Use critical and creative thinking skills to make sense out

of available information and piece them together to form

conclusions and make recommendations.

(4) Organize the report.

Depending on the requirement and the information

available, decide the structure which your report must have.

5) Write the report.

Using the structure decided in the previous step, the report 

can now be written.
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Structure of the report

 The basic structure of a report especially

in the desciplines of science and

engineering follows the IMARad model.

introduction

methods

results

Conclusions/discussions

C
en

tr
al

 r
ep

or
t 

se
ct

io
n
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 Introduction – the basic question or the reason
for undertaking the study or the hypothesis being
tested.

 Methods – how was the study done? What were
the conditions? Who participated?

 Results- how was the basic question answered by
the results of the study? Was the hypothesis
validated?

 Discussion – what do the results point at? Do the
results matter? Why? what new questions are
formed at this stage?
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NONVERBAL 

COMMUNICATION AND BODY 

LANGUAGE

•Communication through sending and receiving wordless clues

•Include facial expression,tone and pitch of voice,gestures
displayed through body language(kinesics),eye contact,physical
distance between communicators(proxemics) etc..

•Sign language and written words are not considered nonverbal 
communication

•Nonverbal Communication relies on Observation & 
Interpretation.

•Nonverbals are especially important for expressing emotions.
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Forms of non verbal communication

• Kinesics

• Proxemics

• Chronemics

• Haptics

• Paralinguistics

• Artifacts
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Kinesics
• Study of body movement and expression is 

kinesics. Body language may provide cues as to 

the attitude or state of mind of a person. 

• For example, it may indicate aggression, 

attentiveness, boredom, relaxed state, pleasure, 

amusement, besides many other cues. 

• Body language is a form of non-verbal 

communication, consisting of body pose, 

gestures, and eye movements,facial expression.
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Posture: Is used to determine degree of attention, the difference

in status between communicators, level of fondness a person has

for the other communicator.

Mirror-image congruent postures (one person’s left side is

parallel to the other’s right side) leads to favorable perception of

communicators and positive speech; forward lean or a decrease

in a backwards lean also signify positive sentiment during

communication.
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Facial expression: The face is capable of conveying 

10000expressions.

Smiling increases sociability,likability and attraction.

Food servers who smile more often earn increased tips.

Eye contact: People are more likely to comply when more eye 
contact is used.Eye contact conveys a sense of sincerity.
Establishes a connection between persons.

Gestures: A gesture is a non-vocal bodily movement 

intended to express meaning.

They may be articulated with the hands, arms or body, and also 

include movements of the head, face and eyes, such as 

winking, nodding, or rolling ones eyes.
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Proxemics

• Edward T Hall, the cultural anthropologist who coined the 

term in 1963, defined proxemics as "the interrelated 

observations and theories of man's use of space as a 

specialized elaboration of culture." 

• That is how people use and perceive the physical space 

around them - space between sender and receiver of a 

message influences how message is interpreted.

• Proxemics remains a hidden component of interpersonal 

communication that is uncovered through observation and 

strongly influenced by culture.

• Comfortable personal distances also depend on the culture, 

social situation, gender, and individual preference.
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Diagram of Edward The T. Hall's personal reaction bubbles 

showing radius in feet
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Chronemics

• Chronemics is the study of the role of time in 

communication. 

• Our use of time reflects:Power/status,Cultural

norms,Expectations,Interpersonal priorities .

• People who arrive 15 minutes late are considered 

dynamic, but much less competent, composed and 

sociable than those that arrive on time.
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Paralanguage
•Nonverbal cues of the voice

•Various acoustic properties of speech such as tone, 

pitch and accent,collectively known as prodosy can all 

give off nonverbal cues.

•Prosody may reflect various features of the speaker 

- the emotional state of a speaker

- whether an utterance is a statement, a question, or a 

command

- whether the speaker is being ironic or sarcastic;

emphasis, contrast, and focus
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Artifacts

• Include clothing, jewelry, personal belongings, 

accessories, etc.

• Communicate economic level, educational level, 

trustworthiness, social position, level of sophistication, 

economic background, social background, educational 

background, level of success, moral character, 

masculinity/femininity

• Important part of first impressions
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Haptics

•Means by which people and other animals communicate 

via touching
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Interaction of verbal and 

nonverbal

communication

When communicating, nonverbal messages can 

interact with verbal messages in six ways

• repeating

• conflicting

• complementing

• substituting

• regulating 

• accenting/moderating
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Repeating

• The use of nonverbal behavior to say what you are 

saying in words

• Emblems- are the nonverbal behaviors that we use to 

display what we mean

• Example: head nods at the same time as someone 

saying “yes”
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Substituting

• The use of nonverbal behaviors to say things rather than 

words

• We often answer questions others ask by responding 

nonverbally rather than verbally

• Example: Nodding your head to answer a question 

rather than saying “yes”
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Accenting

• The way we emphasize certain words in order to 

clarify what we mean.

• Example: “NO!” or “No????”
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Contradicting
• When people are saying one thing yet their nonverbal 

behavior is telling us something completely different.

• Example:  A friend says, “I am so sorry” while smiling
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Interview Skills & Group Discussion
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Interview Definition

 A job interview is a process in which a potential 
employee is evaluated by an employer for 
prospective employment in their company, 
organization, or firm. During this process, the 
employer hopes to determine whether or not the 
applicant is suitable for the job.
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Types of Interviews

 Behavioral Interview

 Stress Interview

 Phone Interview

 Technical Interview

 Group interviews

 Panel Interview

 Role Plays
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Behavioral Interview

Objectives

 Critical thinking

 Being a self-starter

 Willingness to learn

 Willingness to travel

 Self-confidence

 Teamwork

 Professionalism
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Questions

 Describe a situation in which you 
were able to use persuasion to 
successfully convince someone to 
see things your way.

 Describe a time when you were 
faced with a stressful situation 
that demonstrated your coping 
skills.

 Give me a specific example of a 
time when you used good 
judgment and logic in solving a 
problem.

 Give me an example of a time 
when you set a goal and were 
able to meet or achieve it.

Strategy

STAR technique

 (S) A specific situation

 (T) The tasks that needed to be 
done

 (A) The action you took

 (R) The results i.e. what 
happened
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Stress Interview

Objective

how individuals react under pressure
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Questions

 How many truck tires are there in the 
United States?

 How would you evaluate me as an 
interviewer?

 Why are manhole covers round?

Strategy

 Refrain from being offended. 
Interviewers are interested to see how 
you handle criticism.

 Always act professionally, and keep your 
cool.

 Answer questions clearly and do not 
backtrack on responses if it appears you 
did not provide the right answer.



You can by time by clarifying the 
question asked the nature of the answer 
desired.

 You don't necessarily need to focus on 
the "right" answer, rather way you go 
about solving the problem.

 Be open, honest, direct and polite, but 
don't every allow the interviewer to 
emotionally intimidate you.

 Ask for information when it's lacking, 
and state any assumptions you use
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Phone Interview

Strategy

Research and plan your telephone interview

Practise before the interview

Take notes

Control your environment

Stay calm

Be professional
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Technical Interview

Objective

 the extent of your technical knowledge.

 how you set about solving a problem

 how articulate and personable you are and how well you 
can explain and analyse things,

 not only looking for a correct answer, but how you reach 
that answer
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 Questions

 questions in 

the interview will 

relate directly to the 

job role.

 Strategy
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GROUP DISCUSSION
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GROUP DISCUSSION

 Group discussion is a modern method of assessing students   
personality.

 The term suggests  a discussion among  a group of persons.

 The group will have 8 to12  members who will express 
their  views .

 It is both a technique and an art and a comprehensive tool 
to judge the worthiness of the student .
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SKILL REQUIRED FOR GROUP DISCUSSION

Team Building 
Skills

Motivational Skills

Leadership Skills 

Interpersonal 
Skills

Communication 
Skills
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GD Vs DEBATE

DEBATE GD

•Either winning or  

losing.

•Perfect situation for 

expressing intense 

emotion

•Express your point of 

view and respect 

another views also.

•Calls for much more 

maturity and logic
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ENSURING SUCCESS IN GD’S

 Initiate and generate the discussion.

 Be assertive

 No blocking.

 Be a patient but active listener.                 

 Be analytical and fact oriented.

 Seek clarifications.

 Accept criticism.

 Interfere forcefully but polietely,when the situaion

demands.
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ENSURING SUCCESS IN GD’S…

 Maximize participation.

 Respect other speakers.

 Show leadership ability/harmonize.

 Don’t act as a mere facilitator.

 Avoid individual conversation.

 Be precise.

 Summarize.

 Maintain eye contact.
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ORAL PRESENTATION AND PUBLIC 

SPEAKING SKILLS

PLANNING

PRACTICING

PRESENTING
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DO’S AND DON’TS OF ORAL 

PRESENTATION

 Know your audience thoroughly. Deliver an extempore-

prepared talk.

 Never read from notes, a sheet or directly from an 
overhead projector.

 Bring audience up to the speed, in the first few 
moments.

 Stay within the time allotted.

 Avoid mannerisms: Speak confidently but not 
aggressively
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PUBLIC SPEAKING

 The act or process of making speeches in public.

 The art of effective oral communication with an 

audience
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PUBLIC SPEAKING AMONG MANY FEARS

 Snakes

 Public Speaking

 Heights

 Darkness

 Spiders/Insects

 Needles and Shots

 Deep water

 Flying

 Death
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THREE TYPES OF PUBLIC SPEAKING

 Speeches that inform:                    Explain

Report

Describe 

Clarify

Define
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THREE TYPES OF PUBLIC SPEAKING…..

 Speeches that persuade  :

Designed to convince or influence beliefs or attitudes
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THREE TYPES OF PUBLIC SPEAKING….

 Speeches that entertain : 

Use humour to influence an audience.

Goal:  to warm audience up.
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COMMON  FEARS  OF  PUBLIC  SPEAKING

• Being judged harshly

• Insecurities exposed

• Perfectionism

• Rejection anxiety

• Failure

• Humiliation
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STEPS TO REDUCE SPEAKING FEARS

KNOW THE ROOM

 Arrive early and walk around the room.

 Stand up front by lectern or podium.

 Test out the microphone if using one.

 Walk around where the audience will be seated.

 Walk from where you will be seated to the place where 
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STEPS TO REDUCE SPEAKING FEARS

KNOW THE AUDIENCE

 Try to greet some of the audience and chat with them. 

 Friends are easier to talk to than a group of strangers.
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STEPS TO REDUCE SPEAKING FEARS

KNOW YOUR MATERIAL

 Speak about things you know or that interest you. 

 Study your material until you know it.

 Practice your speech.
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STEPS TO REDUCE SPEAKING FEARS

LEARN HOW TO RELAX

 Sit comfortably with your back straight.

 Breathe in slowly, hold your breath for 4 to 5 seconds, 

and then slowly exhale. 

 To relax your facial muscles, open your mouth wide and 

eyes wide, and then close them tightly. Pause and open 

them again.
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STEPS TO REDUCE SPEAKING FEARS

VISUALIZE YOURSELF SPEAKING

 Imagine yourself walking confidently to the lectern.

 Imagine yourself speaking, your voice loud, clear, and 

assured.

 When you visualize yourself as successful, you will be 

successful.
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STEPS TO REDUCE SPEAKING FEARS

REALIZE PEOPLE WANT YOU TO SUCCEED

 Audiences want speakers to be interesting, informative, 

and entertaining. 

 They want you to succeed, not to fail.
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STEPS TO REDUCE SPEAKING FEARS

TURN NERVOUSNESS INTO POSITIVE ENERGY

 The same nervous energy that causes stage fright can 

be an asset to you. 

 Transform this energy into vitality and enthusiasm in 

delivering your speech.
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E-MAIL

• Text based mail sent via the computer from one person to 

another

• A push technology

• It waits for you

• It is One-to-Many and almost free
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HOW TO MAKE AN EFFECTIVE E-MAIL

• Selecting your audience correctly

• Using distribution list

• Composing your messages

I. Make the heading meaning full

II. Keep each message short and clear

III. Start each message by stating its 

purpose/content
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STRUCTURE OF E-mail

1. Addressing

2. Subject

3. Message text

4. Attachments

5. signature
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ADDRESSING

• It is the address of the recipient

• Use BCC to protect email unless everyone know each other

• Maintain address book
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SUBJECT

• Precise headline for messages

• Makes easier to handle of e-mail

• Avoid sending email with no subject
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MESSAGE TEXT

• Keep the message focused and readable

• Keep it short

• Brevity and clarity

• Use photographs

• Break into paragraphs

• Avoid fancy type faces

• Use** to highlight text if you must

• Write in standard  english with capitalized and correct 

spelling

• Quote back using contexts

• Identify yourself clearly to cold contacts 
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ATTACHMENTS

• use sparingly

• Cut and paste relevant parts of attachments 

into text of email

• Use URL link instead
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E-MAIL SIGNATURE

• Use an appropriate signature

• Brief (4-5) lines

• Informative – provide all contact information

• Professional –do not include picture ,quotes,animations
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CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY

• Un encrypted e-mail is not secure and may be monitored

• All laws governing copyright defamation discrimination and 

other forms of written communication are applicable to e-

mail

• Never indulge personal or financial info in an e-mail

• Install a good security suite on your personal computer

• Use strong passwords

• Use encryption and digital signature to important emails

• Have a separate free e-mail account for news letters white 

paper registration etc

• Delete browser history cache and passwords after using 

public internet connection

• Back up your e-mail 
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ENHANCING POWERPOINT PRESENTATION

Sucessful powerpoint presentation depends on three factors

1. Your command of PPT design tools

2. Your attention to presentation process

3. Consistent style
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POWERPOINT PRESENTATION STYLE

• Don’t let power point decide how you use power point

• Get away from microsofts default fonts

• Create custom slide sizes

• Edit slide template design

• Make sure all objects are properly allinged

• Get more control over objects desings using format menus

• Take avantages of power point presentation’s shapes

• Create custom shapes

• Crop image into custom shapes

• Present websites within power point 
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POWER POINT PRESENTATION PROCESS

• Embed font files

• Save slides as JPEGs

• Embed multimedia

• Bring your own hardware

• Use “PRESENTERS VIEW”
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